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  The Historiography of the First Russian Antarctic
Expedition, 1819–21 Rip Bulkeley,2021-04-26 This book
looks at the different ways in which Russian historians and
authors have thought about their country’s first Antarctic
expedition (1819-21) over the past 200 years. It considers
the effects their discussions have had on Russia’s Antarctic
policy and may yet have on Antarctica itself. In particular,
it examines the Soviet decision in 1949, in line with the
cultural policies of late Stalinism, to revise the traditional
view of the expedition in order to claim that it was Russian
seamen that first sighted the Antarctic mainland in January
1820; this claim remains the official position in Russia
today. The author illustrates, however, that the case for
such a claim has never been established, and that attempts
to make it damaged the work of successive Russian
historians. Providing a timely assessment of Russian
historiography of the Bellingshausen expedition and
examining the connections between the priority claim and
national policy goals, this book represents an important
contribution to the history of the Antarctic.
  Europe and Asia in Space ,1993
  International Industrial Networks and Industrial
Restructuring in Central and Eastern Europe S.
Radosevic,Bert M. Sadowski,2004-08-03 International
Industrial Networks and Industrial Restructuring in
Central and Eastern Europe analyses the role of
international industrial networks in industrial restructuring
and corporate growth in central Europe, Russia and
Ukraine. It shows that two distinct patterns of international
industrial integration - domestic vs. foreign led
modernisations - have developed in these two regions
which have significant effects on patterns of growth and
integration of these economies. International Industrial
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Networks and Industrial Restructuring in Central and
Eastern Europe is based on a number of industry and firm
case studies which are analysed and interpreted within the
current international business and political economy
literature. The publication provides valuable insights to
managers and policy-makers who are interested in
understanding different strategic options for business
activity in Central and East European countries. For the
academic reader, it offers a new perspective on
international, industrial networks in which theories on
strategic management and on industry restructuring and
corporate growth are merged into a new view of growth
and transformation process.
  A Santali-English dictionary A. Campbell,1899
  A Dictionary of Space Exploration Stephen
O'Meara,E. Julius Dasch,2018-06-21 With over 2,300
entries, this fascinating and expansive dictionary covers all
aspects of space exploration, from A-Train to Zvezda. This
jargon-free new edition has been fully revised and updated
to take into account the new developments in space
exploration on an international scale over the last thirteen
years, with new entries such as Hitomi, Space X Dragon,
and Ariane 5 Rocket. All entries are fully cross-referenced
for ease of use, and are supported by over 75 photographs,
illustrations, and diagrams. In addition to the main
definitions, this new edition also contains links to over 250
space-related websites. This authoritative, comprehensive,
and clear dictionary is essential reading for anyone with an
interest in astronomy and space travel.
  Strategic Digest ,2005
  Radiophysical and Geomagnetic Effects of Rocket Burn
and Launch in the Near-the-Earth Environment Leonid F.
Chernogor,Nathan Blaunstein,2016-04-19 Radiophysical
and Geomagnetic Effects of Rocket Burn and Launch in the
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Near-the-Earth Environment describes experimental and
theoretical studies on the effects of rocket burns and
launchings on the near-the-Earth environment and
geomagnetic fields. It illuminates the main geophysical and
radiophysical effects on the ionosphere and magnetosphere
sur
  Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ,1925
  Finlands Medicinal-författningar Finland (Grand
Duchy),1888
  "Pod rokot grazhdanskikh burʹ-- " Anna Natanovna
Eremeeva,1998
  Annual Report to Congress United States. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency,1994
  Russian Jews Between the Reds and the Whites,
1917-1920 Oleg Budnitskii,2012-07-24 In the years
following the Russian Revolution, a bitter civil war was
waged between the Bolsheviks, with their Red Army of
Workers and Peasants on the one side, and the various
groups that constituted the anti-Bolshevik movement on
the other. The major anti-Bolshevik force was the White
Army, whose leadership consisted of former officers of the
Russian imperial army. In the received—and
simplified—version of this history, those Jews who were
drawn into the political and military conflict were
overwhelmingly affiliated with the Reds, while from the
start, the Whites orchestrated campaigns of anti-Jewish
violence, leading to the deaths of thousands of Jews in
pogroms in the Ukraine and elsewhere. In Russian Jews
Between the Reds and the Whites, 1917-1920, Oleg
Budnitskii provides the first comprehensive historical
account of the role of Jews in the Russian Civil War.
According to Budnitskii, Jews were both victims and
executioners, and while they were among the founders of
the Soviet state, they also played an important role in the
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establishment of the anti-Bolshevik factions. He offers a far
more nuanced picture of the policies of the White
leadership toward the Jews than has been previously
available, exploring such issues as the role of prominent
Jewish politicians in the establishment of the White
movement of southern Russia, the Jewish Question in the
White ideology and its international aspects, and the
attempts of the Russian Orthodox Church and White
diplomacy to forestall the establishment of a Jewish state in
Palestine. The relationship between the Jews and the Reds
was no less complicated. Nearly all of the Jewish political
parties severely disapproved of the Bolshevik coup, and the
Red Army was hardly without sin when it came to pogroms
against the Jews. Budnitskii offers a fresh assessment of
the part played by Jews in the establishment of the Soviet
state, of the turn in the policies of Jewish socialist parties
after the first wave of mass pogroms and their efforts to
attract Jews to the Red Army, of Bolshevik policies
concerning the Jewish population, and of how these
stances changed radically over the course of the Civil War.
  The Politics of Space Eligar Sadeh,2010-11 The pace of
space exploration has long been dictated by political
motivations. This book helps to explain why this is so in the
post-Cold War era. Combining essays, a glossary of terms,
tables and statistics, this new title from Routledge comes
as a welcome addition to this increasingly popular topic.
The book:covers theories and concepts, as well as current
issuesgives a background to international and national
space agenciescontains essays that cover military,
commercial and governmental actors in space politics.
  Microsatellites as Research Tools F.-B.
Hsiao,1999-03-12 In order to reflect the increasing
importance and interest of the microsatellites in high
technology and scientific applications in space, the
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Colloquium on Microsatellites as Research Tools was
organized to promote its usage and technology
development and to foster the international cooperation,
especially in the area of the Asia pacific region. Attended
by 150 participants from 18 countries the colloquium was
organized into five major themes: regional development,
lessons learned, innovations, scientific applications, and
education. A special session was organized as well by the
organizing committee and supported by the National Space
Program Office to present its development of the Taiwan's
satellite program and the current status of ROCSAT-1
which is scheduled to be launched at the beginning of
1999. Two main conclusions were drawn from the material
presented: microsatellite in general is a very good means
for doing space research and technology development, and
a suitable vehicle to promote international collaborations.
  Report to Congress United States. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency,1994
  The Soyuz Launch Vehicle Christian Lardier,Stefan
Barensky,2013-03-12 “The Soyuz Launch Vehicle” tells the
story, for the first time in a single English-language book,
of the extremely successful Soyuz launch vehicle. Built as
the world’s first intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM),
Soyuz was adapted to launch not only Sputnik but also the
first man to orbit Earth, and has been in service for over
fifty years in a variety of forms. It has launched all Soviet
manned spacecraft and is now the only means of reaching
the International Space Station. It was also the workhorse
for launching satellites and space probes and has recently
been given a second life in French Guiana, fulfilling a
commercial role in a joint venture with France. No other
launch vehicle has had such a long and illustrious history.
This remarkable book gives a complete and accurate
description of the two lives of Soyuz, chronicling the recent
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cooperative space endeavors of Europe and Russia. The
book is presented in two parts: Christian Lardier chronicles
the “first life” in Russia while Stefan Barensky explores its
“second life,” covering Starsem, the Franco-Russian
company and implementation of technology for the French
Guiana Space Agency by ESA. Part One has been
developed from Russian sources, providing a descriptive
approach to very technical issues. The second part of the
book tells the contemporary story of the second life of
Soyuz, gathered from Western sources and interviews with
key protagonists. “The Soyuz Launch Vehicle” is a detailed
description of a formidable human adventure, with its
political, technical, and commercial ramifications. At a time
when a new order was taking shape in the space sector,
the players being the United States, Russia, Europe and
Asia, and when economic difficulties sometimes made it
tempting to give up, this book reminds us that in the global
sector, nothing is impossible.
  U. S.-Russian : cooperation in space ,1995 The
recent broad political rapprochement between the United
States and the nations of the Former Soviet Union (FSU)
has transformed the environment for cooperation on space
projects, and led to cooperative programs in space with
Russia and other FSU states that would have been
unimaginable just a few years ago. Chief among these are
the high-profile human spaceflight cooperative activities
involving the Space Shuttle-Space Station Mir dockings
and the International Space Station. This report surveys
the potential benefits and drawbacks of expanded
cooperation with Russia and other nations of the FSU in
space activities, and examines the impacts of closer
cooperation on U.S. industry and U.S. national security
concerns. Such cooperation has begun to yield scientific,
technological, political, and economic benefits to the
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United States. However, the political and economic risks of
cooperating with the Russians are higher than with the
United States' traditional partners in space. Cooperation in
robotic space science and earth remote sensing is
proceeding well, within the stringent limits of current
Russian (and U.S.) space budgets. Including Russia in the
International Space Station program provides technical
and political benefits to the space station partners, but
placing the Russian contribution in the critical path to
completion also poses programmatic and political risks.
  Daily Report ,1996
  The New Russian Space Programme Brian Harvey
(M.A.),1996
  SPACE 2021 Eugen Reichl,Stefan Schiessl,2020-10-31
Die 18. Ausgabe des Raumfahrt-Klassikers. Nehmen Sie
teil am großen Abenteuer unserer Zeit... Raumfahrt im 21.
Jahrhundert: Spannender als Science Fiction. In den
SPACE-Jahrbüchern halten wir für Sie die aktuellen
Entwicklungen in der Raumfahrt fest. Sachkundig,
pointiert, aktuell und spannend Wettstreit der Mondlander
*** JUICE: Endstation Ganymed *** Tom Cruise und das
Ende der ISS *** Bis zum Mars und weiter: Chinas Weg ins
Sonnensystem *** Gangayaan: Indiens bemanntes
Raumschiff *** Atomkraft für die Raumfahrt *** Psyche:
Mission zu Eisen und Nickel grey_star Cliff Alister McLane
und die Frauen *** Science Fiction-Wettbewerb 2020 ***
Raumfahrtchronik und Raumfahrtstatistik *** Raumfahrt-
Panorama *** und vieles mehr..
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